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Abstract - Electrospinning is a simple and versatile method used to manufacture the ultrathin, continuous and uniform 
nanofibers. In the present investigation this method was used to manufacture bio functional cur cumin nanofibers with 
applications in medical sciences. Parametric investigation of those nanofibers was determine the parameters that have 
significant effects on the manufacturing of uniform and ultrathin nanofibers. Polymeric solutions have been prepared by 
mixing curcumin with Gelatin in concentrated formic acid (HCOOH) for manufacture the curcuminnanofibers. Four critical 
parameters: distance, flow rate, voltage and viscosity have been taken into consideration to improve the characteristics of 
nanofibers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Manufacturing of polymeric fibers is not a simple 
task. There are many manufacturing processes 
involve to improve the characteristics of polymeric 
fibers. electrospinning is considered to be an 
adaptable technique [1, 2] to manufacture uniform 
diameter, ultrathin fibers from a rich variety of 
materials, as well as aligned fashion from wide 
variety of polymers, ceramics or composite solutions 
in efficient manner [2, 5]. Nanofibers, having 
diameter less than 100 nm, can be manufactured by 
the electrospinning process. Also, electrospinning is 
an effective process for the fabrication of continuous 
fibres to achieve the more strength. The interest 
towards natural rubber (NR) is progressively 
increasing due to its sustainable production and 
remarkable mechanical properties, presenting a wide 
application range in the automotive industry and civil 
engineering. In this paper we report, for the first time, 
the use of electrospinning technique to produce neat 
and graphenenanoplatelets (GNPs, 1wt.%) loaded 
natural rubber fibers. Both randomly distributed and 
aligned fibers (average diameter size ~1 μm) were 
obtained, resulting uniform and defect-free. A 
detailed characterization of these fibers is reported, 
including field emission-scanning electron 
microscopy (FEG-SEM), X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 
and infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR) techniques. It 
has been demonstrated that the electrospinning 
process is able to induce a strong orientation of the 
polymeric chains in the case of aligned fibers, with 
respect to the randomly oriented fibers and solvent 
cast films [17].Nanofibers are materials that present 
high elasticity, strength, porosity & surface area to 
volume ratio. Electrospinning is the most widely used 
technique for forming polymeric nanofibers due to 
repeatability. This process is dependent upon certain 
parameters namely solution parameters, process 

parameters and ambient parameters. Applications in 
the field of drug delivery, biotechnology, wound 
healing, tissue engineering, environmental protection, 
microelectronics, energy harvest and storage die to 
large surface area to volume ratio, flexibility in 
surface functionalities and superior mechanical 
performance.Future challenges: electrospinning is 
now being extended for fiber formation based not 
only on synthetic or natural polymers, but also on 
metals, ceramics and organic/ inorganic composite 
system. Incorporation or entire use of functional 
electrospinnano fibers in micro size is the again 
target. 
Electrospinning is an efficient and a versatile way to 
produce nanofibers between submicron and 
nanometer diameter by using a high potential electric 
field. Synthetic as well as natural polymers can be 
used in this process to achieve the required 
functionalities and properties. Applications: tissue 
engg, filtration, energy conversion and storage, 
scaffold construction, wound dressings, protective 
clothing, enzyme carriers and catalysts, sensors, 
cosmetics, drug delivery, semiconductive and 
electronic materials. Electrospinning process is a 
direct extension of electrospraying process; main 
difference being the formation of continuous fibers in 
electrospinning while the latter process involves 
spraying of small droplets.  The most visible 
limitation of this process that has limited its use in the 
production sector is the throughput. Higher 
throughput speeds are required to make this process 
feasible for industrial applications. The ideal targets 
of spinning polymers into nanofibers include: (a.) 
Diameters of the fibers must be consistent, (b.) 
Continuous single nanofibers must be collectable. [6]. 
Theelectrospinning process is achieved when a large 
electric potential is applied to the required solution 
droplets suspended on the end of a syringe/ capillary 
tip. In the presence of such a high electric field, the 
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hemispherical droplet suspended gets distorted into a 
cone shape, referred to as the Taylor cone. On 
increasing the voltage above a critical value, a stable 
jet of liquid gets ejected from the cone tip and this jet 
gets collected onto a collector plate which is 
maintained at a low potential (negative or zero 
potential).  The various materials that can be used for 
the formation of nanofibers with the help of 
electrospinning process include solutions, composite 
materials, molten materials, ceramics and polymers. 
 

 
Fig.1: Electro spinning process for Nano fiber manufacturing 

 
Nanofibers make good air filters because of their 
small pore size, large surface area per unit mass, high 
filtration efficiency for such small diameters and the 
pressure drop that arises is low when filtering 
impurities. As air filters, nanofibers can be used in 
dust collectors, power generation, semiconductors 
and precision machinery applications. [7]  .Simple 
alignment of electrospunnanofiber creates distinctive 
functional nano-structures such as nanowires and 
nanotubes. Significant progress have been made in 
this field of work through the past few years and the 
technology has been exploited for a varied range of 
applications. Some of the recent works on this field 
has focused in trying to understand deeper the 
fundamental aspects of the process in order to gain 
control of nanofiber morphology, surface 
functionality, structure and strategies to assemble 
them or on determining the appropriate conditions for 
electrospinning of different polymers and 
biopolymers. [8, 19]  Nanofibers with diameters in 
the nanometer range permit easier addition of surface 
functionalities compared to polymer microfibers. 
Electrospinning is considered to be the most feasible 
process which can be used for the production of 
industrial scale of nanofibers. The morphology, 
geometry and structure of these nanofibers can be 
investigated through conventional instruments and 
techniques. As these fibers have diameters in the 
nanometer range hence, measurement of mechanical 
properties like tensile modulus, strength, and 
elongation is difficult. [9, 20].In the fiber science 
related literature, nanofibers are classified as fibers 
having diameters below 100nm.  In conventional 
spinning techniques, the fibers are subjected to forces 
that are inertial, rheological, aerodynamic, tensile and 
gravitational in nature whereas in electrospinning, the 
spinning of such fibers is obtained by the tensile 
forces produced in the axial direction of the flow of 

polymer solution by induced charges in the presence 
of an electric field. There has been substantial 
evidence of the presence of considerable static 
charges in the electrospun fibers that could be 
effectively handled to produce three-dimensional 
structures.The apparatus for this setup consists of a 
high voltage electric source having positive or 
negative polarity, a syringe pump with capillaries to 
carry the solution from syringe to spinneret, and a 
conducting collector made of aluminium which may 
have any shape according to requirement like a 
rotating drum or a flat plate.[10, 18].  It is seen that 
the non-woven nanofiber mats fabricated by 
electrospinning mimic the extracellular matrix 
components compared to fibers produced from other 
processes.These nanofibers provide various 
advantages such as high surface area to volume ratio, 
adjustable porosity and ability to control nanofiber 
composition to get desired functions and properties. 
[11-17] 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
It is clear that distance and voltage would have the 
least contribution in producing minimum diameter of 
nanofibers because of the fact that these parameters 
are coming as errors. Optimal parametric 
combination has been achieved by few of researchers 
to achieve the minimum and maximum diameter of 
nanofibers. As far as viscosity is concerned, 
experimentally and through prediction, it was 
confirmed that increase in viscosity (obviously at 
high concentration of curcumin and Gelatin) will 
increase diameter (nm) of nanofibers. It is interesting 
to note that in few research papers we have found 
(after survey) that with an increase in viscosity (and 
that too with increase in concentration of polymeric 
solution), diameter (nm) of nanofibers so produced 
would be reduced initially to some extent and 
thereafter a certain level, an increase in diameter (nm) 
has been observed. 
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